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Felicity Townsend

Relaxing on the ferry to Lerwick

Lerwick at dawn, there is Valkerie!

The Valkyrie dwarfed by a ferry

With Sarah Custerson's words,
”don’t be late” at the pre trip briefing
ringing in our ears a bleary eyed Zosia
Rusilowcz and I climbed into the car
at 2.15 in the morning to head to
Aberdeen. Our apprehension about
holiday traffic and long motorway
queues dissipated with the open roads
and with frequent updates with our
fellow long haulers, Steve Lawson
and Ian Wooster, we made great
progress and arrived at the ferry port in
Aberdeen at 10.15 – plenty of time for
our three pm meet!
Loading the dive gear into the
containers was easy and once
checked in and onto the ferry we all
gathered in the bar ready for the start
of the journey. As we left Aberdeen
harbour, the sun was shining, the sea
was flat calm and a pod of dolphins
were playing by the harbour entrance,
a good sign for the week to come.
Along with the chatter a comment
made by Raj Bhatnager to Sarah on a
trip to Lochaline , about not needing
to point out every ferry, came to light.
This of course meant that every time
we saw a ferry for the rest of the week
at least one person had to say “oh
look Raj there’s a ferry”. And there
were many, many ferries on this trip!
On arrival in Lerwick the following
morning Hazel, the skipper of MV
Valkyrie, was waiting for us with a mini
bus to take us and our gear to the
boat. Two trips later and Martin Forde
and Alan Ashbury’s arrival by car, the
pontoon would have sunk under the
weight if it hadn’t been solid concrete.

There was a bit of a gap between the
jetty and the boat so fortunately Rob,
one of the crew, helped with getting
the gear onto the boat. Thanks to
Alan’s ‘Dark Lords Brew’ Rob was
heard to mutter that “it took longer to
load the beer than it did the dive gear”.

MV Valkyrie is an old fishing boat
on which the fishing hold had been
converted into six two berth cabins,
fortunately with no lingering aromas
of fish. The main deck has a divers
lounge, spacious galley / dining room,
suiting up area and a large kitting up
deck. So plenty of room and even a
covered section which was quickly
named ‘the hobbit hole’ for Martin,
renamed Frodo Ford, to while away
his time fettling with his rebreather.
This hobby of fettling was renamed
‘Ralstoning’ in honour of John Ralston
who had spent most of a previous
dive trip to Scotland fettling with his
rebreather.
After quick unpack of our things into
the cabins we were given a safety
briefing about the boat and then a
chat with Helen, the chef about food
preferences. I don’t know how Helen
produced the most amazing and
enormous meals out of the tiny galley
but every one of them was superb and
was followed by groans and moans
due to bursting tummies where we had
over indulged on the delicious food –
every mealtime!
By 10 am with all cylinders now filled
we were ready for our first dive. Hazel,
provided great briefings before each
continues on page 2

Raj gets his own Ferry
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deep
thoughts

Martin Hamilton

Chairman's bit
I am writing this in the conservatory
with doors open, sun shining and an
occasional breeze rustling the tree leaves
in the garden. All very poetic, but I am
supposed to be diving The Basil, but this
was cancelled due to high easterlies.
Frustratingly these force 6 -7’s don’t
seem to have materialised and current
observations are force 2-3 in Portsmouth.
But in fairness to the skipper he can only
go by forecasts and didn’t want us going
all the way there, wasting fuel and hotels,
and I can now do jobs around the house
and garden that need doing.
Actually it hasn’t been a bad dive season
after what was frankly an appalling start.
April, May and June were blighted by poor
viz and bad weather, but towards the end
of June things started to pick up. The
weather for club weekend was fantastic
and was the start of one of the best
summers on record.
Speaking of cancelled early season
diving, when it happens, take the
opportunity to go to one of the lakes and
get in some diving. They are seldom blown
out and you can test equipment, practice
skills and get depth. The Dive Manager
is in an uncomfortable position when
organising a deeper boat and half the
people are not dived up. They shouldn’t
be expected change the profile/depth, as
it is unfair on those who are dived up and
want to dive what was planned.
Finally I hope that you have had such
a great season as I have, from seeing
a massive angler fish in Dartmouth to
basking sharks off Mull. I was hoping to
end my season with some brass from the
south coast but that is not to be. Hey ho,
time to motivate myself to get back to the
decorating rather than sit here for the rest
of the afternoon dreaming of what might
have been.
Safe diving all.
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luxury of an attentive crew
continued from front page
dive with drawings of the wreck and
the history of how the wreck came to
be there. I was very impressed with
being told by name to have a nice dive
as I jumped into the water and asked
by name if I had had a good dive when
getting back on deck. Not used to
such an attentive crew, how nice. I did
however eventually twig that Rob was
speaking to Hazel the skipper by radio
and she had a timer for each of us as
we entered and left the water so she
would know if we overstayed our dive
time. As Steve and Iwoo were soon to
find out!
The diving was mostly wrecks with
a couple of scenic dives but on every
dive the visibility was superb and the
wrecks a lot more intact than a lot of
those off the South coast. One was a
Russian factory ship where most of the
crew were saved but on returning to
Russia the Captain and his family were
promptly shot for sinking the ship. No
wonder most captains go down with
their ships! The site called ‘dog fish
ally’ looked liked Lulworth Banks on
steroids with huge dog fish, scallops,
dog whelks and crabs in abundance.
My favourite dive site was at the
most northerly part of the Shetlands
and was a world war one submarine,
HMS E49, which had been hit by a
mine whilst leaving the harbour with
the loss of all her crew. It is designated
a war grave and only about 100 divers
a year are permitted to dive this wreck.
It lies on a white sandy sea bed and as
we descended it looked like a perfect
dive book picture of a wreck. It was
a stunning dive and all too short for
those of us who, in true BSAC style,
planned our dive and dived our plan.
However for Steve and Iwoo who got
carried away it provided a long deco
stop and a ‘waggy finger’ from the
skipper. Mind you they did have the
luxury of the shot line to themselves
as in the melee of the six metre stop,
Alan who had been struggling with a
flooding mask all dive then got hit on

the head by Zosia’s cylinder so some
benefit to be had in overstaying your
dive time.
It was a brilliant trip, great dives,
great company and great fun and I’m
already looking forward to the next one
in 2015.

Leaving the Hobbit hole

Everybody ready- lets go!

How clear is this?

Cheers!

My favourite UK Wreck
I like Submarines! So when I heard
the Shetland trip was to dive a
WW1 long thin thing, Weather Gods
permitting, I was pleased.
Day 3, morning dive and MV Valkyrie
headed more north than I had ever
been before. Flat seas and not a lot
of breeze, other than local Force 9
wind events, but we put them down to
Alan’s Dark Lord home brew.
An excited me finally stopped asking
“Are we there yet!” as we arrived on
station. We went into the saloon for
a dive brief by Hazel & Big Rob who
gave us the low down on the proposed
dive and ensured we knew this was a
war grave. Look but no touch, though
we were allowed to rub brassy bits
a little. Apparently there is quite a lot
of this including most of the Conning
Tower. They went on to recount the tale
of a group of divers who soon after the
subs’ location had been established,
removed the attack periscope &
binnacle. After some recent interweb
trawling, the story goes that some
local fishermen took exception to
the desecration of a war grave and
rearranged the divers’ facial features.
No charges were brought against the
fishermen but the divers got done.
The story of the E49 was quite
fascinating. As with a lot of the wrecks
I have dived around the UK and some
abroad, this E class sub was built on
my foggy Tyne.
Swan Hunters slid her into the river
in 1916, she did not last long, as in
March 1917 she hit a mine laid by
the German submarine UC-76 only
a short time before, as E49 and her
compliment of 3 officers and 28 crew
left Balata Sound. The blast took off
her bow section, and no one survived.
Ruth and I jumped off the deck of the
Valkyrie, with a not insignificant drop
to the surface of the flat sea. Down the

shot we sped and I was immediately
astonished by the +25m viz. Had we
been magically dropped through a
worm hole to dive in the red sea…
B******s…. No!…. the water was a
refreshing 10 Deg C. We continued
down to the sub lying upright on white
sand at 30m. Hazel had given us
directions to get to the displaced bow
sections some 15 m away from the
main wreck but there was no need to
use this as one could see the bow bit
clearly.
After remembering to set the white
balance on the trusty Cannon Ixus 960
IS, Ruth and I swam the length and
breadth of this serene and poignant
war grave. The sub pressure hull was
~2/3 covered with the sand but this
did not detract from the exceptional
views. The most interesting bit of any
sub is the conning tower. This was no
exception. Even though it had become
detached from the pressure hull
and lay on its side it was a treasure
trove. The hatch with its intact glass
viewing ports, and the navigational
periscope with its optics in place made
ones pulse quicken. At this stage
I remembered I had a buddy and
looked around for Ruth. As the viz was
so good, a quick count of the divers
over the wreck indicated that she had
not lost me! The wreck was traversed
a number of times, inspecting the
viewable bits in great detail. Lots of
mega bits of digital photos and video
was taken by all. Too soon we all had
to make our way back up the shot.
The last remaining view I had of E49,
was a lonesome diver (Steve) furttling
about inside the open conning tower.
Also his buddy Iwoo, trying to attract
his attention and reminding him it was
time to get back on board Valkyrie
for more food as he was starving!
Thanks to the crew of Valkyrie, the dive
organisers Pete & Sarah Custerson,
and the rest of our motley divers, I had
one of the best dives ever!

Garry Beattie

The dive briefing

E49 on the Caledonian canal

Conning Tower - a treasure trove

The Hull - how good is this!
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Lochaline Revisited
Nic Hallet

Having read previous Mouthpiece
articles about the club trips to Oban
I was keen to sign up for the 2013
expedition which turned out to be full
of surprises, not least being that it is
not in Oban. It is actually Lochaline, a
hamlet on the Argyll peninsula.
Lochaline has one Inn, one shop,
one ferry terminal (to/from Mull) and
one dive centre and that’s about
it. Perfect! The microclimate of this
crinkled peninsular, sheltered by the
Isle of Mull and not far from the Isle of
Lewis, means there is almost always
somewhere sheltered to dive.
With a craggy shoreline, Atlantic
storms and two world wars there is
plenty to dive for the dyed in the wool
wreck-heads, seafood lovers and
underwater garden aficionados. Most
sites are best in the 15 - 25m range
meaning bottom times are long with
minimal deco.
So 22 divers with families, trucks
and dive kit descended on the Corran
Ferry from Surrey, Berkshire and
Shetland - this being consecutive to
the Shetland trip. Some of the bodies
filled an idiosyncratic stately home
on the Ardtonish Estate, others in
cottages and bunks scattered around
the village.
Half the divers shipped kit onto
a familiar looking Sound Diver aka
RJRW previously of Weymouth! The

RJRW
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Brendan took the remaining folks and
both boats headed off to some great
diving with singles, twins and closed
circuit kit jostling for position with
the ubiquitous GoPro cameras, LED
floodlights and goody bags.
The Hispania was our starting point,
recently featured in Scuba magazine
as one of the world’s great dives, a
large open wreck with plenty big holds
to get inside and lots of life.
The Rondo was a particularly
interesting dive as the ship is on a
steep bank, sitting at about 60 degrees
towards the vertical. The stern is
shallow and you follow the wreck down
at the steepest of angles, alive with
anemones, until 27m where you can
swim through between the hull and the
rocks it sits on.
The Thesis was many people’s
favourite dive, a beautiful wreck with
open swim through between the steel
ribs and into the holds. The Breda
was a great wreck for exploring, less
than 20m so plenty of time and easy
penetration of the holds. The Aurania
is one vast boiler and a scattered
debris field. With such stunning dives
available anything more ordinary
was quickly castigated but put them
offshore in Weymouth and we’d
probably be happy to dive them again
and again.
The Tapti was built up as THE dive of
the trip but was so old and overgrown
that it more of a reef than a wreck and
struggled to justify 2hrs of travel each
way. Ironically the best bit of this last
one was that it took us past at least 6
basking sharks, both adult and juvenile
which also described our reactions
to seeing these huge, magnificent
animals. Cameras clicked whilst we
spent 20 mins circling the filter feeders
but no snorkelling because the

In charge of the boat?

skipper wanted to arrive at the wreck
for slack tide. In hindsight diving with
the sharks would have been by far the
better call - IMHO!
No trip to Lochaline would have been
complete with the ultimate drift on the
Falls of Lora. Loch Etive empties into
the sea underneath a huge iron girder
road bridge which marks the start of
this dive, the skipper spending 20
minutes circling the spot waiting for
slack to start. RIBS from the local Fire
and Rescue services are setting up an
exercise on the rocks nearby so we
know this is an interesting spot and
the plan is for the softies (like me) to
go in at the point of slack so that our
drift will build up to 3-4 knots. The rufty
tufty types go in last when the tide
is already running and we all end up
somewhere out at sea with just a blob
for cover!
Great diving and plenty of things for
the non-divers to seek out. Lochaline
is only 500 miles and 11 hours away
with stunning scenery. We were lucky
with the weather but if this is summer it
must be fairly dreich in the winter!

close encounters

Giving in to
Pier Pressure
Mike Lyndsay
Brighton Pier

During the last few days of what we
British laughingly called summer
2012, Paul Dyer and I booked a
day’s diving with Brighton Diver,
joining a group of Essex based
divers. We set off for the SS Indiana,
just off Worthing, with sea like glass.
We chatted to the other divers who
were a mixed bunch of ‘old lags’ and
instructors and new divers carrying
out their first sea dives, watching the
British public sunning themselves
on the beach, as we slowly kitted up.
Paul Dyer, the skipper, not my dive
buddy, gave a briefing, and we leaped
in, grabbed the shot and we were on
our way down. The sea temperature
was reasonably warm and at only 12m
the vis. was pretty good for being so
far towards the east in the English
Channel.
We found The Indiana immediately,
broken up but still discernible as a
ship. A few fish on the wreck and the
biggest edible crab I have ever seen,
so Paul and I thought, eat your heart
out Craig Edwards and Terry Ede, this
is the Catch of the Year! But alas both
Paul and I come from a short line of
cowards: Us. The sight of the claws
was too intimidating for two six foot
divers and ecologically we decided it
was better to let the poor thing alone.
So half an hour later and no crab, we
hit the surface and clambered onboard
Brighton Diver.
Now to the second dive, Yes second
dive, and my whole reason for being
on Brighton Diver. When I was about
eight years old, I went for a day out
to Brighton and while on the Pier

watched a hard hat diver working on
the stanchions putting bags of sand
and concrete down on the supports.
Mostly I could only see bubbles, with
just a glimpse of him on the surface.
I was absolutely transfixed! I wanted
to dive. Well, two wives, two children
and four mortgages later I had my
chance. So Brighton Pier has always
been my Mecca. I’d heard stories of
ladies throwing their engagement rings
off the end of the pier with ‘I hate you’
ringing in the ears of their fiancées.
Still it’s an ill wind, so maybe a bit of
gold or a diamond or two could pay for
the dive trip.
The skipper dropped us on the east
side of the pier and we settled on the
bottom at about 11m. In my naivety
I assumed that all the discarded iron
and steel work would have been
removed as the repairs were carried
out. Nah! It was like a junkyard full of
jagged pieces awaiting the unwary
diver. Paul and I picked our way
through the detritus as we swam to
the west side of the Pier. No compass
skills needed, you could see the other
side, and anyway, and no chance of
the compass working in this metal
nightmare.
We surfaced after 20 minutes empty
handed and while we were waiting
on the boat for some other divers to
surface, a prat in a speed boat full of
sightseers raced between us and the
Pier. We all shouted to him about his
doubtful parentage. Fortunately the
other divers were below the water and
out of harm’s way. No treasure trove;
a rusty Ipod and two fun fair tokens

between all the divers, but you need
three to go on a ride.
A touch of irony in that my dry suit
zip broke after the dive, maybe fate
had taken a hand to make sure I
did my long awaited dive? Overall a
very satisfying day’s diving followed
by a tasty early dinner avoiding the
homeward bound traffic.
What about Brighton Diver?
Downside it’s about 200 yards to the
boat with only one trolley. The boat
has tea and coffee facilities but bring
your own food. No cover except the
small wheelhouse. Upside, short travel
time and free parking, and on the boat
easy access lift, good toilet, plenty
of room for de-kitting and changing
cylinders. Brighton Diver runs dives
during the week and will go with only
six people.
Would I use Brighton Diver again?
Most certainly. Got to try out my new
dry suit.

Brighton Diver
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Dartmouth Club Weekend
Club weekend this year saw a
number of firsts for me, starting
with our accommodation. Now I
am firmly in the Jeremy Clarkson
camp when it comes to caravans,
but Martin Hamilton was able to
lay hands on one and it meant
cheap accommodation, so I
was persuaded. The journey to
Dartmouth passed surprisingly
quickly given that we were pulling
our accommodation behind us,
though with a late departure it was
dark by the time we arrived at our
campsite. Score one for the caravan,
10 minutes of jacking up and
plugging in, and pizza was cooking
in the oven.
Sunrise the next day revealed a
camp site that was well laid out,
immaculately maintained and with
excellent facilities. A great choice, the
only downside being that it was at the
top end of Dartmouth and with the
lack of parking near the boats meant
a shuttle service having to be put on
by some of the divers, who then had
to return cars to the camp site and
catch the bus back again. Despite
this, no one missed the boat over the
weekend. Turning to the boat, ours
Sam Irvine 3 was well laid out and
spacious. However the other boat for
the weekend, Falcon II, was less so.
The diving was pleasant, and I
certainly enjoyed it, though the
limitation of a manifolded twinset with

no spare cylinder to top up from did
become apparent. It’s an arrangement
that works well for a deeper first dive
followed by a shallow bimble, but not
so well if both the second dive is the
same depth as the first. The good
weather box had been ticked on the
order form, the weather was beautiful
and seas flat over the weekend, and I
do mean flat!
Dartmouth diving was another first
for me, and the location and diving
were all agreeable. Less so however
were the logistics around fills. The
filling station was located in a shed
down country lanes some way outside
Dartmouth. Not a big issue as there
was a pleasant pub nearby to while
away the long waits for fills. More of an
issue was the quality of the fills, with
incorrect mixes, low pressures and
in some cases complete lack of O2. I
became quite envious of the rebreather
divers who were able to while away the
afternoons at leisure while we bubble
blowers had this to contend with.
A very early start in day three saw
me and Martin wimp out and head
for home. Caravans scores again, 20
minutes and we are on the road. I’m in
danger of being a convert. Oh dear.

Sam Irvine III

Is this still there?

So the verdict? A good weekend with
great company and decent diving, and
it’s a lovely part of the world, though
I’m not sure the logistics around fills
really work for open circuit divers.

Just passing by

River Dart
Pink Fan Coral
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John Payne

I do enjoy UK diving after all
Louise Webster

Recharging the batteries

After recently joining the club
with a PADI Advanced qualification
and having only done a handful
of UK sea dives it was with some
trepidation that I signed up for the
sports diver course.

I started working towards the Sports
Diver qualification in November 2012,
and as my confidence increased we
booked on a diving trip with the club
in April. Unfortunately the visibility
wasn’t great but I was becoming more
comfortable using my dry suit and had
a brilliant time with the other divers
on the boat, however I still wasn’t
convinced on UK sea diving.

Falcon II

I decided to go on the club weekend
to Dartmouth to give UK sea diving
one last go…..

A carpet of anemones

We had a really good skipper and
the weather was glorious, so far so
good!
First dive was a wall dive – great
visibility, lots of pretty white anemone,

some crabs and a huge bull huss.
Second dive was on the Eastern
Blackstone which was amazing. We
dropped down onto the top of what I
can only describe as an underwater
mountain covered in white anemones,
very pretty and like an underwater
garden with lots of Pollock!
On the second day we dived The
Bretagne. We dropped down the shot
line onto a seabed covered in shells,
then looked to my right and looming
above me was the bow of the wreck,
an amazing sight! Normally I would
be slightly nervous about being next
to a looming shape, but I was in awe
of the size of it! We had a great dive
exploring the boat and we all enjoyed
it so much we dived it again the next
day.
These experiences have restored my
faith in UK Sea diving and although I
know visibility will sometimes be bad I
can honestly say that joining the club
has made me a far more confident
diver.

Underwater garden

The 'A' Team

Dahlia Anemone
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Operation
Tiger

Ruth Beattie
Rich talking with club members

In March 2013 Rich Walker came
to club and gave an excellent talk on
the surveying of Landing Ship Tanks
507 and 531, two of the vessels from
Operation Tiger. Operation Tiger
was based at Slapton Sands to the
west of Lyme Bay and took place
April 28th 1944. It was part of the
practice for D Day landing.
Rich gave an account of the aims
and objectives of the operation and
how these two vessels came to be
sunk by an E boat torpedo attack with
the loss of 749 US troops. Because
these was an extremely top secret
exercise involving 9 similar LSTs there
should have been protection from HMS
Scimitar and HMS Azalea, however the
former had suffered a collision with
another vessels and was not allowed
to sail. The Harbour Master who took
this decision was unaware of the
seriousness of this to the operation
and therefore left the convoy protected
by just one vessel. Accounts of the
time suggest that the E boat was
unaware of the LSTs since the first
torpedoes fired went beneath the
shallow drafted LSTs but then made
adjustments, which at least indicated
the secret was not out.
Rich explained the reasons behind
the surveys carried out each June
from 2010 - 2012 and a further one
planned this year on these wrecks
which are located off the south west
of Portland Bill. Initially it was a project
for new Technical Divers and to explain
the mystery of the location of each of
these wrecks as they appeared on the
charts. Scimitar Diving is very much
involved, with Smudge having a tank

military background. Gareth Lock has
provided underwater photography.
Rich outlined the surveying
techniques which were adapted
slightly to take into account the ~ 50m
depth of these wrecks. It is usual to
establish a datum point, and in this
case it was a big lump of the wreck
not a scaffold pole as suggested by
Nautical Archaeology Society. The
first one tackled was LST 507, which
according to the charts should have
been intact and at least 110m long.
Contemporary reports state this had
caught fire very quickly and sank intact
before the troops had a chance to
launch the Higgins Boats (life boats).
Two teams set off with scooters taking
one side each. They met far too soon,
after just probably 40m suggesting this
wreck was far too small to be the LST
507. In addition there was a complete
absence of the large solid back doors
of the Higgins Boats. They also found
truck tyres which would have been
burnt if there had been a fire. All of
this strongly suggested this wreck was
not the LST 507, but was the LST 531.
The broken end of the wreck is open
exposing gauges etc. Comparison with
images of a fully reconstructed LST it
has made it possible to identify a lot
of the structures and artefacts on the
wreck.

has been presented to the authorities
who agreed with the findings that the
wrecks are incorrectly marked.
Rich and his team are continuing the
survey work, making drawings which
most recently have been turned into a
fascinating 3D searchable computer
animation. Rich presented his very
interesting and informative talk with
historical background and many
contemporary pictures of the vessels
and then drawings and underwater
photographs of the wrecks. Seems like
new dive sites have been identified if
50m wreck dives are within range.
To those that for various reasons could
not attend this talk – sorry but you
missed a very good one!
Rich’s website:
http://www.wreckandcave.co.uk/

LST 507 Sketch

So what about the wreck found
where the charts said the LST 531
was supposed to be. This was also
upside down, with no sign of the big
solid doors from Higgins Boats and
no tyres etc, backing up the working
theory that the wrecks are incorrectly
identified in the charts. The evidence
LST 526
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Join In 2013
On August 27th the club hosted
a special try dive event as part
of the Join In Summer 2013, the
national celebration of local sport,
with Eddie Izzard as its patron. Join
In started in summer 2012, with a
celebration of local sports clubs
sandwiched between the Olympics
Closing Ceremony and the opening
of the Paralympics, when more that
300,000 people went to 6,000+ fun
and family-friendly events held by
local sports clubs.
Garry and I went to try out canoeing,
archery, golf and don’t mention
ballroom dancing! So when I heard
that the Join In people were running
another event series this year I
suggested that the club might like to
be one of the many sports clubs to
volunteer to hold an event.

We were not disappointed and on
the day 6 people who had booked
and paid their £5 came along to
give it a go. We had others come
through internal contacts. We were
so successful that 2 people turned up
unannounced, making 14 people in
total.
The notice boards were suitable
adorned with UK underwater
photographs and the club poster, all
the paperwork, dive kit and instructors
were assembled and we were off.
Because of some superb organisation
by Alison Hamilton we had a virtually
seamless transition of 3 waves of try
dives. The 4 instructors stayed in the
water and were introduced in turn to
their three victims (participants) in turn.

Air In : Air Out

Just breathe through this bit

Our Join In event was posted on
the Join In website and we sat back
and waited for local interest. Bracknell
Sports Centre very kindly agreed to let
us have access to the pool a bit earlier
than usual, which was only possible
because it was still in the school
holidays.

The highlights from the instructors
point of view were the youngsters who
showed no fear and even though they
looked dwarfed by the kit, soon got
the hang of it. We also had couples
who once given some basic skills got
the confidence to swim alongside their
respective partners, under the watchful
eye of their respective instructors, of
course. We also had the hoops, ball
and torpedo in the pool for a bit of
fun. It is amazing watching people
who are under water for the first time,
relax enough to play a game of catch.
Altogether a great time was had by all
the try divers and instructors.

Ruth Beattie

What made the evening extra
enjoyable was that so many club
members also came along to help and
add to the general ambience of the
evening. Pool side was buzzing.

It was all so much fun it rewarded
the effort put in. We got to promote
the club in the local area once more,
we may even have got new members
out of it. The feeling was that after
this evening future try dive campaigns
should follow the similar pattern, by
holding some more targeting evenings
with an already defined start date for
the next Ocean Diver course. Watch
out for those evenings on the club
calendar.
Thanks for this evening must go to
Alison who coordinated the bookings
and instructors. Also to Andy Hodgson
for bringing the kit and to all the
people who helped carry it up to pool
side. The people who did the briefings
and helped with kitting up and passing
extra weights etc were all a huge part
of it.
Then to all the instructors for staying
in the pool for 2 hours getting wrinkly!
Me well I did register the event and I
was one of the try dive instructors so
basically I had a good time!

Come this way please
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The pain was worth it
Carol Hodgson

My husband, Andy, rediscovered
his love for diving some years
back, and started to dive on most
of our holidays. So one year, whilst
on holiday in Spain, we decided
I should learn to dive, so that we
could go together. I signed up at
the local PADI centre but my first
classroom lecture was rushed,
making me uneasy. Then I had my
first pool session, before I could
turn around I was strapped to a tank
and under the water, I just freaked
out, panicked and bolted for the
surface and vowed never to return.

me feel much better. Unlike my first
ordeal, Felicity took a slow, relaxed
approach, showing me the equipment
and explaining what we would do.
I felt great and it was all at my own
pace. I could not believe how good I
felt under the water, no need to panic;
in fact it was fun. I tried some simple
drills without problems. Even a partial
mask clear, was performed without
an issue. With the try dive complete, I
felt confident to give diving a go. The
goal was to dive with Andy and our
two boys on our next holiday in the
Caribbean.

When Andy joined Bracknell BSAC
434 I joined as a social member. I did
discuss with members of the club, why
I didn’t dive but left it at that.

I signed up to the Ocean diver
course and Felicity (thankfully) was
my instructor. I found the classroom
lectures fun and easy to follow and
not at all rushed. I also found most
of the drills manageable, except mask
removal and clear. As the weeks went
on, this drill took over my head and I
dreaded it. I would bolt to the surface
regularly, coughing, spluttering and
sometimes crying, even if only a few
inches under water. None of this
fazed Felicity, she was always there
with her everlasting patience and
kind supportive words and different
strategies to try. I was determined to
keep trying and a couple of weeks
before my first lake dive I finally got it.

One day the lovely Felicity Townsend
approached me and we talked about a
try dive. She put no pressure on me;
I thought about it and decided I’d give
it a go. What’s the worst that could
happen and I might even conquer a
fear. On the night as I mounted the
stairs of the sports centre and smelled
the chlorine that fear returned, but
rounding the corner I found familiar
faces of club members, who said
encouraging things which made

What worked for me was to remove
the mask, replace it, hold my nose,
breath and then clear. I felt like I’d
won the lottery and Felicity nearly
had the life squeezed out of her as
I hugged her. I was ready for the
famous Wraysbury Lake. The lake
dives were a completely different and
cold experience and it took me a few
goes to get confidence to complete
the drills, achieved once again with the
patience and understanding of Felicity.
Wraysbury with Felicity
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My first sea dive was to say the least
not a successful one. So back to the
lake and finally to NDAC and I got
down to my maximum depth of 20
metres.

Goti t!

Qualifying was a brilliant feeling, and
the icing on the cake would be diving
with Andy and my boys. The holiday
was fabulous, but I did once again
let the nerves get the better of me,
but as Felicity knows tears are part of
my preparation ritual. This time Andy
patiently slowly eased me into the sea.
When I finally got below the surface,
I saw all the wonderful fish, turtles and
even two sharks on my first dive. What
an experience and I now know exactly
why Andy and others love to dive, the
beauty, the freedom, and the fact you
leave all your cares at the surface.
Thank you Felicity, Andy and BSAC, as
being able to do this at my own pace
has meant I have conquered my fears
and learnt skills that have opened up a
new world to me. So anyone thinking
of giving diving a go do so! If I can do
it anyone can. I feel I have been given
a wonderful gift.

It Could Happen
to You!
It Come Off In Mi 'and Mum
Dave Hughes and I were on a live
aboard in the South Red Sea, when
we jumped in for the third dive of
the week, an early morning reef/wall
dive.
We dropped to 35m across a small
plateau looking into the blue for
Hammerheads but not seeing any
we ascended to about 27m aiming
to cruise along the wall. After five
minutes, for some reason I looked
down at my alternative air source –
sitting there all politely and quietly.
Taking the hose in my left hand, the
regulator in the other I turned it around
idly thinking I might swap regs to use
it. My reasoning was it was freshly
serviced - tried out in the pool, but not
the sea.
Crack... it is very alarming when
a low pressure hose breaks free
underwater sounding like a very
loud firework. Dave said, I just stood
there - or floated there - looking
in disbelief at the regulator in one
hand, the hose in the other with all
the bubbles flying out. I let go of the
hose and it went spinning around my
head like a helicopter blade creating a
looped circle and curtain of ascending
bubbles.
I remember looking at my dive
computer – 24m – looking up and
seeing bubbles, and hose circling.
I couldn’t see my buddy – who
was approaching fast with Octopus
outstretched - but I made the decision,

I am at a reasonable depth, my air is
going to run out, I am going up.
A gentle squirt in the BC and I went
up, slowly I thought, venting, watching
the depth on the computer all the time
but focussing on potentially running
out of air. I prepared myself to breathe
out on the last few metres of the
ascent and I wasn’t planning a safety
stop! Apparently my ascent was fairly
quick with Dave struggled to keep up
safely, although my computer gave no
warnings.
About nine metres the Guide, who
had raced across at super-human
speed, caught me and offered me his
octopus, which I took as he turned
off my first stage. We settled at 5-6
metres, exchanged OKs as we put
the regulator back together. What had
happened was the swivel between
the hose and the second stage,
which I still had in my right hand, had
disconnected. Crisis alleviated, he
turned my air on and gave me my
regulator back.

Tim Slow

When Nick and Jeff say that you
don’t need the pressure gauge on a
dedicated hose of your pony/bail out
cylinder because you only need to
check it is full on the surface and don’t
need to see it during an incident as
watching it go down would only panic
you. Well I tunnel focused on the depth
and speed of ascent and only looked
at the gas afterwards. So perhaps they
might be right, Gawd dammit.
Training kicks in – I didn’t panic but I
was only too aware of the urgency of
the situation.
You will be totally focused on your
hopefully right decision. I focused on
the ascent, the speed and the fact that
my gas would run out – I didn’t look
for Dave or the Guide, or my pressure
gauge.
I would love to say that if my depth
gauge had said 44m I would have
calmly done the out of air signal and
looked for my buddy. This time, I
thought I am shallow enough; I can do
this safely myself.

What I have learnt:
Having the LP hose go is worse
than the HP hose – lower pressure
but bigger hole. But the air comes out
slower than you might think. In the
three or four minutes of my ascent
from 27m to 6m I used 50 bar of a 15
litre cylinder. Enough to be a crisis
but there should be time to think and
resolve the situation.

This kit failure can be blamed on
the dive shop for not tightening it
properly and myself for not checking it.
Maybe the swivel had rotated in use or
checking in the pool and it is an extra
point of failure. Let’s just say, check
you kit after servicing and regularly
before diving.

www.bracknellscuba.org.uk
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Dates for
your diary

Your Buoyancy
Compensator Device
Jeff Reed

19th Dec 2013
Club Christmas Party 		

Balcony Bar, Bracknell Sports
and Leisure Centre.

Heartfelt thanks to Felicity; many of the club members thoroughly enjoyed
attending the RYA Sea Survival course. Part of the course focused on the various
types of life-jackets available raising the question of how the diver’s ‘Buoyancy
Control Device’ (BCD) or wing realistically fitted into this picture.
Recently, the international standards committee revisited the manufacture of
‘Buoyancy Compensators’. The manufacturers will use one of the following
two existing standards to design the functional safety requirements and apply
appropriate tests:
BS EN 12628 – Combined buoyancy and rescue devices (CBRD):1999
BS EN 1809 – Buoyancy compensators: 1997 (New draft 2012)
The combined buoyancy and rescue device (CBRD) is defined as an inflatable
type device that provides the diver with means for controlling buoyancy and
hold him/her in a head-up position at the surface with freeboard even if he/she is
unconscious. The CBRD includes for rescue exercises including lifts and tows. The
tests simulate an adult weighing upwards of 90 kg donning a steel 15 litre cylinder.
This standard is the closest to those governing the manufacture of Life-jacket.
The latter standard is by far the easiest standard for manufacturers to comply
with. The standard was introduced to address the needs of commercial divers (i.e.
Personal Protection Equipment 3 compliance) required to dive with an additional
safety harnessed. Its focus and a subset of CBRD requirements is on the design of
a BC equipped with several devices permitting respectively oral and compressed
gas inflation, manual deflation, automatic pressure relief, drainage of entrapped
water, and with a harness for securing it to the user’s body. It may be designed to
carry weight(s), equipped with a breathing apparatus carrying system, provided
with auxiliary inflation devices.
OK - so what does that mean to me? If your BCD was supplied with a whistle
then it was most likely designed and tested as a CBRD and should naturally
bring you into a comfortable position head-up in water on arrival at the surface.
You should be able to trust the CBRD, provided you are not over weighted,
to enable for a control buoyant lift (or similar rescue technique) to the surface
without the direct feed falling apart and placed you in a natural position for towing.
Meanwhile those, for example; diving on a wing, it is most likely to place you in
a head down position in water (I’m sure many of you can attest to this!) without
significant thought given your kit configuration and present your rescuer with
greater challenges carrying out a rescue. Whilst under the water, both standards
are aligned and the different BCD types are expected to perform identically from
a test and lift perspective. Manufacturers’ are free to choose which one of the two
standards is applied to the recreational market BCs in order to achieve CE Mark.
The lift capacity of the BCD should be stamped on a visible label.

As a thank you and final club night get
together for 2013 you all invited to come
along to the party night in the Balcony
bar, where you will be fed, entertained
and maybe asked to sing Christmas
carols, so put the date in your diary and
dig out your Santa’s little helper outfit!

25th Jan 2014
Ice Divers Ball,

Grange Bracknell Hotel
This is the key social gathering for all
members, family and friends. On the
night there will be a welcome drink and
canapés for you when you arrive, then
we head in to enjoy a 3 course dinner
with tea and coffee followed by dancing
the night away to the live band, so I
hope you are able to come along and
support this brilliant night and get a
chance to dust of the tux and evening
gowns!
We also take the opportunity to raise
money for our nominated charities by
raffling off or auctioning prizes donated
by club members and our scuba
industry friends and colleagues; along
with the coin bottle toss we are able to
give our charities a very nice cheque
after the event.

Don’t forget to take a look at the
club website http://bracknellscuba.org.
uk/ for further information on these and
any other social events plus details of
future diver training or dive bookings.
Finally I would like to thank
everyone for articles and photographs
for this edition of Mouthpiece. I would
also like to thank Jeff Reed for his
invaluable help putting all of this into
this magazine. The support is much
appreciated by the Publicity Officer.
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